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Many people qualify for savings programs and 

don’t even know it. Could your patients use help 

paying for their prescription drugs? 

 

If you answered “Yes”, they may qualify for Social Security's Extra Help 

Program. The Extra Help Program helps pay for prescription drug costs 

associated with Medicare Advantage and Prescription Drug plans. 

Are they on a fixed income with limited resources?  They may qualify  

for discounts on their prescription drug cost and premium if their in-

come is less than the amount shown below.  

Learn helpful information on benefits and  

coverage for Medicare eligible persons.  

Receive I-TURN-65.net Health Trends  

newsletter today.  
 

 

 

Help with Prescription Drugs Information you need, coverage you want! 

  Individual  Couple 

 

Yearly Income  $19,380  $26,100 

Monthly Income  $  1,615  $  2,175 

Resources  $14,610  $29,160 
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Answers to your questions are a phone call or click away. 

Medicare Enrollment Information  

for Medical Clinics 

Providing Northwest area clinics  

and its patients on Medicare with essential  

information on all issues concerning  

Medicare, Medicare Advantage and  

Medicare Supplement Plans 
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Who is  I-TURN-65.net?   

We are a division of an independent insurance agency. We do not work for an  

insurance company—we work for you!  Our ability to represent a broad selection 

of insurance carriers ensures that we can find the coverage you need at a price 

you can afford. 

No Additional Cost to You  

I-TURN-65.net provides  no-cost personalized service and expertise from a lo-

cal agent. Our agents are compensated directly by the individual insurance  

companies we represent. 

We Invite Your Inquiries 

I-TURN-65.net specializes in educating and helping Medicare beneficiaries se-

lect a Medicare Advantage or Medicare Supplement Plan that best fits your needs. 

Dwayne L. Scales is available to answer your questions by phone or  

meet with you in person. 

https://www.ssa.gov/medicare/prescriptionhelp/


Learn all there is to know about  

Medicare Coverage 
 

MACRA Includes a Quality Payment  
Program. 
The MACRA Quality Payment Program or 
QPP was set by the government to encour-
age medical providers to emphasize quality 
over quantity. For example, seeing a patient 
once and resolving the situation then taking 
less time than having to do a repeat visit  
because failure to address an issue the first 
time.  
 
Many Health Care Providers Will Work with 
a Merit-based Incentive Payment System.  
Especially during the beginning phases of  
the new program, the majority of doctors 
and clinicians will work through MIPS. In 
MIPS, there are four categories to measure 
performance. They are quality, advancing 
care information, clinical practice improve-
ment activities and cost.  

Doctors Stand to Benefit from Alternative 
Payments Models. 
Health care providers benefits when they  
run their organizations more efficiently. The 
more we reward physicians for containing 
costs while still delivering the highest stand-
ards of care, the off we all will be.  

Exemptions from MIPS Participation. 
Not all medical providers will need to  
participate in MIPS and report on the four 
main categories of performance. According 
to the HSS, clinicians that participate in  
Advance Alternative Payment Models can be 
exempt from the MIPS reporting require-
ment. Examples of models include the Next 
Generation ACO Model and the Comprehen-
sive Primary Care Plus Model.  
 

Four Important Things Every Physician  
Needs to Know About MACRA 

Navigating Medicare Get The Help Your Clinic Needs Are You Affected by MACRA? 

  We offer Medicare informational meetings. 

  We provide annual reviews for our Medicare clients. 

  We keep you apprised of Medicare enrollment time frames and changes. 

Educate We educate patients about Medicare issues that  

                           affect them. 
 

Inform We keep patients apprised of all Medicare  

                           Advantage Plans accepted by your clinic,  
                           as well as plan changes. 
 

Compare We show patients the financial benefit  of being on  

                           a Medicare Advantage Plan vs. Original Medicare. 

I-TURN-65.net is here to help you! 

I-TURN-65.net understands most clinics don’t have the resources to 

assist their patients with understanding their healthcare.  
 

I-TURN-65.net educates and informs your patients on all issues  

concerning Medicare, Medicare Advantage and Medicare Supplement 

Plans.  

MACRA will effect your medical practice.  Having more patients enrolled on 

Medicare Advantage Plans will reduce time and money spent on reporting  

medical data. 

Trying to make sense of what’s covered can be challenging for clinics and patients.  
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Call Dwayne L. Scales at (503) 691-2978  

Email: Dwayne.Scales@yahoo.com 

Help with understanding coverage is  

just a phone call away!  

I-TURN-65.net partners with doctor offices and medical clinics to  
educate current patients who are on Medicare or soon to be eligible 
for Medicare. We keep them informed on all issues pertaining to  
Medicare regulations and the various plans you accept. 
 

I-TURN-65.net represents a broad selection of insurance carriers so 
we can help your patients find the coverage they need, at a monthly 
premium price they can afford. 
 

I-TURN-65.net gives your clinic’s patients more choices and expert 
guidance through the entire process. We have years of experience and 
expertise in the Medicare arena.  

To learn more visit 

www.I-TURN-65.net  


